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ABSTRACT

Context. Low-frequency radio continuum studies of star-forming edge-on galaxies can help to further understand how cosmic-ray electrons (CRe) 
propagate through the interstellar medium into the halo and how this is affected by energy losses and magnetic fields.
Aims. Observations with the Very Large Array (VLA) from Continuum Haloes in Nearby Galaxies -  an EVLA Survey (CHANG-ES) are combined 
with those with the LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR) from the LOFAR Two-metre Sky Survey (LoTSS ) to identify the prevailing mode of cosmic- 
ray transport in the edge-on spiral galaxy NGC 3556.
Methods. We mapped the radio spectral index, magnetic field strength, and orientation using VLA 1.5 and 6 GHz and LOFAR 144 MHz data, 
and we fit 1D cosmic-ray propagation models to these maps using Sp i n n a k e r  (Spectral Index Numerical Analysis of K(c)osmic-ray electron radio 
emission) and its interactive wrapper Sp i n t e r a c t i v e .
Results. We find that the spectral index in the galactic midplane is, as expected for young CRe, a  «  -0 .7  and steepens towards the halo of the 
galaxy as a consequence of spectral ageing. The intensity scale heights are about 1.4 and 1.9kpc for the thin disc, and 3.3 and 5.9kpc for the 
thick disc at 1.5 GHz and 144 MHz, respectively. While pure diffusion cannot explain our data, advection can, particularly if we assume a linearly 
accelerating wind. Our best-fitting model has an initial speed of 123 km s-1 in the galactic midplane and reaches the escape velocity at heights 
between 5 kpc and 15 kpc above the disc, depending on the assumed dark matter halo of the galaxy. This galactic wind scenario is corroborated 
by the existence of vertical filaments seen both in the radio continuum and in H a  in the disc-halo interface and of a large-scale reservoir of hot, 
X-ray emitting gas in the halo.
Conclusions. Radio haloes show the existence of galactic winds, possibly driven by cosmic rays, in typical star-forming spiral galaxies.
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1. Introduction

Studying edge-on galaxies opens up the possibility to observe 
something that is not feasible with face-on galaxies: the halo of 
the galaxy. It is now clear that sufficiently deep and well-resolved 
radio observations o f edge-on galaxies show emission high above 
their galactic discs (W iegert et al. 2015) . Often, the radio halo 
extent is greater than the radial extent, as observations o f a large 
num ber o f edge-on galaxies show. This can provide insight into 
the mechanism s that lead to the form ation of radio haloes, in par
ticular galactic w inds, which are a key factor in galaxy evolution 
(Veilleux et al. 2005) . Stellar feedback is thought to play a sig
nificant role in galaxies below halo m asses o f 1012 M 0 , whereas 
active galactic nuclei (AGN) dom inate the feedback process in 
more m assive galaxies (e.g. Silk et al. 2014; L i et al. 2018). The 
details o f stellar feedback are important, and the question of how 
m uch mass, heavier elements (metals), and angular m om entum  
are rem oved over tim e is crucial to explain the observed char
acteristics o f galaxies (Scannapieco et al. 2002, 2008). In this 
context, cosm ic-ray driven winds are important as they facilitate 
winds in norm al (i.e. non-starbursting) late-type galaxies such as 
our own M ilky Way. Cosm ic-ray driven winds cannot only occur 
in conditions o f low star form ation rate (SFR) surface densities 
where purely therm ally driven winds fail (Everett e t al. 2008), 
but can also drive slower, cooler winds that are m uch denser 
than the hot, fast therm ally driven winds (Girichidis et al. 2018) .

These winds shape in particular the lower m ass galaxies, such as 
dw arf irregular galaxies (Tremonti et al. 2004), so it is im portant 
to understand how they work.

Observationally, cosm ic rays outside o f our M ilky Way can 
be studied via their electron com ponent, the cosm ic-ray elec
trons (CRe). These GeV electrons spiral around m agnetic field 
lines and em it synchrotron radiation that has a characteristic 
spectral index of a  «  -0 .7  (Iv <x  va ), which can be distin
guished from  a therm al radio continuum  spectrum  with a spec
tral index o f a  «  -0 .1 . Lower radio frequencies are beneficial 
to study radio haloes for two reasons. First, the influence of the 
therm al radio continuum  can be neglected, which makes it pos
sible to study the uncontam inated synchrotron em ission com po
nent. Second, as a result o f spectral ageing, low er frequencies 
are m ore sensitive to older em ission, which allows us to study 
the em ission farther away from  the star form ation regions in 
the disc, where young CRe are injected. These low-frequency 
studies have becom e possible with the advent o f the LO w  Fre
quency ARray (LOFAR; van Haarlem  et al. 2013), which gives 
us a detailed view on galaxies at a frequency o f about 140 MHz.

This w ork is the third study o f a radio halo with LOFAR. 
Heesen e ta l.  (2018) have observed the Local G roup starburst 
dw arf irregular galaxy IC 10 at 140 M H z and showed that the 
galaxy likely possesses a slow wind starting at only 20 km  s-1, 
possibly accelerating further into the halo and exceeding the 
escape velocity w ithin 1 kpc from  the disc. M ulcahy et al. (2018)
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have investigated the propagation o f cosm ic rays in the late-type 
spiral edge-on galaxy N G C 891. Their 146 M Hz m ap showed 
intensity scale heights that were 70% larger than at 1.5 GHz, 
which shows the prom ise of low-frequency observations in 
studying the halo structure o f spiral galaxies. W ithout detailed 
modelling o f cosm ic-ray propagation, these authors could not 
decide w hether diffusion or advection in a w ind is responsible for 
the CRe in the halo. This is something we w ould like to address 
in this study o f NGC 3556.

NGC 3556 ( M 108, UGC 06225) is a star-forming, nearby 
edge-on spiral galaxy at a  distance of 14 M pc with an inclination 
of 81° (Irwin et al. 2012) . The galaxy has a  SFR o f 2.17 M0 yr-1 
and a SFR surface density (SFRD) of 4.4 x  10-3 M 0 yr -1 kpc-2, 
which is typical for late-type edge-on galaxies (W iegert et al. 
2015).

M ost studies o f this galaxy have focussed on localised 
objects such as H i shells (King & Irwin 1997) or the disc-halo 
interaction (Wang et al. 2003). An early radio continuum  study 
showed that the spectral index o f the galaxy steepens towards the 
halo (de Bruyn & H um m el 1979), which is often seen in other 
edge-on galaxies (i.e. NGC 5775, D u ric e ta l. 1998; N G C 4631, 
Hummel & D ettm ar 1990; NGC 253, H ee sen e ta l. 2009b) . The 
favoured explanations of the steepening are either a cosm ic-ray 
ageing effect, lim iting the lifetim e o f the electrons to about 107 
years, or that the m agnetic field is weaker in the halo than in the 
disc. The authors also note that a single-com ponent fit cannot 
reproduce the vertical profile o f the surface brightness o f the radio 
continuum  em ission. The low-frequency capabilities o f LOFAR 
m ake it possible to observe different com ponents o f the galaxy, 
such as low-energy CRe. These CRe are believed to originate 
in supernova rem nants from  diffusive shock acceleration (Bell 
1978; B landford & Ostriker 1978; Caprioli 2012) . This implies 
that a galaxy with a higher SFR and, consequently, a  higher rate of 
exploding supernovae (SNe), produce m ore low-energy CRe that 
can be detected at low radio frequencies. Various energy-loss p ro
cesses and transport m echanism s can change the expected vertical 
profile o f a galaxy. A faster w ind increases the scale height by driv
ing the CRe out into, or even out of, the halo. This has been seen in 
extreme star-forming galaxies suchas M  82 (Adebahr et al. 2013) . 
On the other hand, strong energy losses m ay lead to the non
detection o f CRe far out in the halo (Beck 2015) .

The possibility to detect CRe also depends on the presence o f 
a galactic m agnetic field, w ithout which the electrons would not 
radiate synchrotron radiation. Studying the distribution o f radio 
synchrotron em ission and the m agnetic field helps us to constrain 
the param eters and the effects responsible for the observed prop
erties o f the halo.

In this paper, we present deep LOFAR observations of 
NGC 3556. These data are com bined with observations from 
the Continuum  Haloes in Nearby Galaxies -  an EVLA Survey 
(CHANG-ES; Irwin et al. 2012) to study the distribution o f CRe 
and m agnetic fields. This galaxy is particularly interesting to test 
whether late-type galaxies with SFRs sim ilar to the M ilky Way 
have outflows, in addition to the starburst galaxies m entioned ear
lier. This paper is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 , we present the 
data used in the analysis. Section 3 contains our results. The results 
are discussed in Sect. 4 , and conclusions are presented in Sect. 5 .

2. Data

2.1. L o T S S

The low-frequency images were taken from  the LOFAR Two- 
m etre Sky Survey (LoTSS; Shim well et al. 2017) . This sur

vey aims to cover the entire northern sky w ith a total o f 
3170 pointings, each being observed for eight hours. This pro
duces fields with a resolution o f 6 arcsec and a noise level o f 
about 100juJybeam -1 . The LoTSS first data release covers a 
424-square-degree region o f the HETDEX Spring Field (RA 
10h45m00s to 15h30m00s and D ec 45°00 '00 '' to 57°0 0 '0 0 ''), 
which includes NGC 3556.

A fter the initial am plitude and phase calibration, tim e devi
ations due to clock drifts, changes in the ionosphere were 
calibrated. These first steps w ere perform ed using p r e f a c t o r  

(de Gasperin et al. 2019)1. A fter that, an initial sky m odel was 
constructed using Py BDSF (M ohan & Rafferty 2015)2.

There are two m ajor data calibration techniques for LOFAR 
data. Both are designed as pipelines but use a different approach 
to data reduction. First, FACTOR, splits the entire field up in dif
ferent facets using a Voronoi tessellation (Okabe 2000) and does 
a traditional self-calibration on each facet separately, effectively 
em ploying a direction-dependent self-calibration3. Individual 
phase solutions o f the facets are then com bined to allow for 
the imaging of the large field o f view (van W eeren et al. 2016; 
W illiams et al. 2016) . The second method, K i l l MS, applies 
Kalm an filtering and solves for every term  in the radio interfer- 
om etric m easurem ent equation (Tasse 2014) .

The LoTSS data were calibrated and im aged using K i l l MS. 
Shimwell et al. (2017) found that the resulting flux densities o f 
com pact and bright (>100m Jy) sources com pare very well to 
values in the TGSS-ADR1 catalogue (TIFR GM RT Sky Survey 
Alternative D ata Release; Intem a et al. 2017) based on obser
vations with the G iant M etrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT). 
However, at high contrast levels, all bright objects reveal a  bow l
like artefact. In addition, the calibration scheme em ployed by 
K i l l MS is insensitive to some faint diffuse emission, which 
m ight result in up to 20% underestim ated flux densities. These 
issues are currently rectified for the LoTSS data release 2 (DR2; 
Shimwell, T. priv. comm.), but these data w ere not available yet 
for NGC 3556.

2.2. C H AN G -ES

The CHANG-ES project used the new ly upgraded K arl G. 
Jansky Very Large array (VLA) to observe a sample of 35 galax
ies. The science cases o f the project included the analysis o f 
the disc-halo interface and star form ation properties in general 
(Irwin et al. 2012). The sample was chosen by the following cri
teria. The inclination of the galaxies had to be larger than 75° in 
order to be able to distinguish the disc from  the halo. The size 
o f the galaxies had to be between 4 ' , owing to the desired spatial 
resolution, and 25 ', owing the field o f view o f the VLA in the 
desired frequency and array configuration.

The observations were conducted in two bands: 1.5 GHz (L  
band) and 6 GHz (C band). The different array configurations 
that were used, B, C, and D, accom m odate different resolu
tions, ranging from  about 1 '' in the B array/C band, to about 
4 6 '' in the D-array/L-band configuration. The calibration o f the 
CHANG-ES data was conducted with the Com mon Astronomy 
Software Application Package (CASA; M cM ullin et al. 2007) 
and a standard calibration technique was used4. Because o f the 
available resolution o f the LoTSS data, ~ 5 "  and ^ 2 0 " , and the

1 Available and described at h t tp s : / /g i th u b .c o m / lo f a r - a s t r o n /  
p re fa c to r
2 Available at h t tp s : / /g i th u b .c o m / lo f a r - astron/PyBDSF
3 Available at h t tp s : / /g i th u b .c o m / lo f a r - a s t r o n / f a c to r
4 Available at h t tp : / /c a s a .n r a o .e d u
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aim  o f looking at the halo o f the galaxy, the C band and L band 
CHANG-ES data w ere used for the analysis presented in this 
work.

2.3. H a imaging

We retrieved H a  and R-band images and the corresponding 
flat-field and bias images from  the Isaac Newton Group (ING) 
archive. The data were taken on 5 Feburary 2008 with the Isaac 
Newton  2.5 m  telescope (INT) and the W ide F ield Prim e Focus 
CCD m osaic cam era (W FC). Three exposures o f 250 s through 
the W FCH6568 H a  filter (central wavelength 656.8 nm, filter 
band full w idth half m axim um  (F W H M  = 9.5 nm ) and one 
200 s exposure in the Harris R-band filter (central wavelength 
638 .0nm, filter band F W H M  = 152.0nm) were taken. Since 
NGC 3556 fits fully into one CC D  chip, we only reduced this 
part o f the data using the standard CCD reductions tools in 
IRAF5. Pixels that w ere affected by cosm ic rays have been cor
rected using the Im age Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) 
version o f the LACOSM IC routine (van D okkum  2001) . We then 
shifted the images to a com m on reference fram e using 15 stars 
present on all four im ages using IM EXA, IM CENTROID, and 
IM SHIFT tasks in IRAF and co-added the three H a  images. 
We then subtracted the scaled R -band im age from  the com bined 
H a  im age to produce a continuum  corrected pure em ission line 
image. This im age contains m ostly the flux o f the H a  line with 
a small contribution o f [N n], w hich has two em ission lines also 
covered by the narrow-band filter used. A typical value for the 
ratio o f the stronger [Nn] line at A = 658.3 nm  to H a  is in the 
range of 0 .3 -0 .4  in integrated spectra o f star-forming galaxies 
(e.g. Lehnert & Heckm an 1994), and therefore somewhat higher 
than in H n regions because o f the presence o f diffuse ionised 
gas (DIG) in and above the galaxies. This makes the contribu
tion o f [N n] em ission to our line im age uncertain, but should 
be o f the order o f 40%  for the filter used in view o f the visible 
emission from  the diffuse ionised m edium  (see also Collins et al. 
2000). This contribution is different in H n regions and the D IG  
(e.g. D ettm ar 1992) . The use o f a broad-band filter as continuum 
filter is less exact than the use o f a dedicated narrow-band con
tinuum  filter, but is a standard m ethod yielding good results (e.g. 
Gil de Paz et al. 2003) . Since we are only interested in relative 
fluxes and especially the m orphology of the therm al gas, we did 
not perform  a detailed flux calibration. Following basic reduc
tion the R -band im age was astrom etrically calibrated using the 
ASTROMETRY.NET (Lang e ta l. 2010) routines and the astro
m etric solution transferred to the H a  im age and the continuum- 
corrected H a  image. F inally we m easured the seeing on the H a  
and R-band images by fitting Gauss and M offat functions to sev
eral bright, non-saturated stars. The resulting angular resolution 
of our set of images is 175.

2.4. Imaging

In Sect. 3 we present total power and spectral index maps from 
the CHANG-ES and LOFAR data and a map o f the m agnetic 
field strength. For the CHANG-ES data, the im age deconvolu
tion with the CLEAN algorithm  was perform ed via CASA. For 
deconvolution, the robust value o f the Briggs weighting scheme 
(Briggs 1995) was set to 2 (close to natural weighting) to empha-

5 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, 
which is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in 
Astronomy (AURA) under a cooperative agreement with the National 
Science Foundation.

Table 1. Characteristics of the maps used for the main part of the anal
ysis.

Survey Frequency
(GHz)

Sensitivity 
( juJybeam -1)

Resolution
(")

LoTSS 0.144 400 21
CHANG-ESa 1.5 57 21
CHANG-ESb 6 22 21

Notes. (a)Combined VLA C and D arrays. (b)VLA D array.

sise faint halo em ission. Subsequent images were smoothed, if  
not indicated otherwise, to a circular synthesised G aussian beam 
o f 21" FW H M  in order to have a uniform  set o f images while 
em phasising faint radio haloes. Table 1 summarises the proper
ties o f the images.

3. Results

This section is organised as follows: in Sect. 3.1, we present the 
total power maps from  LOFAR and CHANG-ES; in Sect. 3.2, we 
calculate the radio spectral index for the whole galaxy from  the 
LOFAR and CHANG-ES flux density m easurem ents and pub
lished values at other frequencies, and then we present spec
tral index maps from  the CHANG-ES 1.5 and 6 GHz maps 
and from  the LOFAR 144 M Hz and the CHANG-ES 1.5 GHz 
images; in  Sect. 3.3, we present a m ap o f the m agnetic field 
strength derived from  the LOFAR 144 M Hz im age and the spec
tral index between 144 M Hz and 1.5 GHz and assum ing equipar- 
tition; in Sect. 3.4, CHANG-ES polarisation im ages and a m ap 
o f the Faraday rotation m easured are presented; in  Sect. 3.5, 
scale heights are derived from  fits to the total power maps and 
the m ap of the equipartition m agnetic field; in  Sect. 3.6, the 
data are used to investigate the transport o f cosm ic rays from 
the disc into the halo o f NGC 3556; and finally, in Sect. 3.7, 
we exam ine small-scale structures in the non-therm al and ther
m al surface brightness distributions traced by the high-resolution 
(6" )  LoTSS im age and a continuum -subtracted H a  im age of 
NGC 3556.

3.1. Total pow er

In Fig. 1 (top panel), we show the LOFAR 144 M Hz im age in 
contours superim posed on a three-colour optical im age from 
SDSS D R14 (Abolfathi et al. 2018). The radio synchrotron halo 
extends up to 10 kpc into the halo, while the radial extent is 
com parable to the extent o f the galaxy at optical wavelengths. 
The total flux density m easured within the first contour level 
amounts to 1.43 ± 0 .36Jy .T h is is in agreem ent with the 151M H z 
m easurem ent from  the 6C survey (Hales et al. 1990) within the 
uncertainties.

In the m iddle and bottom  panels o f Fig. 1, we show the 
CHANG-ES VLA images in contours superim posed on the same 
optical im age from  the SDSS. The 1.5 GHz im age (L band) is 
presented in  the m iddle panel and the 6 GHz im age (C  band, D 
array) is presented in  the bottom  panel. The higher frequency 
CHANG-ES maps show a lesser vertical extent o f the halo than 
the LOFAR map, although the extent o f the total intensity along 
the m ajor axis barely changes.

In L  band, data from  the C and D arrays have been com bined 
to attain the extended em ission found in com pact arrays, while 
keeping a resolution close to that o f the extended array. W ithin
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F ig . 1. Radio images in contours superimposed on a three-colour opti
cal image from SDSS. Top panel: LOFAR 144MHz image in contours 
ranging from 3ix = 1.2mJybeam-1 and increasing by a factor of two. 
Middle panel: 1-2 GHz (L band, combined C and D array) image in 
contours starting at 3ix = 171 yuJybeam-1 and increasing by a factor 
of two. Bottom panel: 4-8 GHz (C band, D array) image in contours 
starting at 3ix = 66pJy beam-1 and increasing by a factor of two. Some 
CLEAN artefacts are visible in the form of symmetric features on the 
south side of the galaxy. In all panels, the synthesised beam of 21" 
FWHM is shown as a filled white circle in the bottom left corner.

the first contour, the total power flux density at 1.5 GHz amounts 
to 280 ± 10mJy, where the first contour starts at a  noise level 
o f 3 ^  (171 juJybeam -1). In C  band (6 GHz), the total flux den
sity m easured within the first contour am ounts to 92 ± 3 mJy, 
where the first contour starts at a level o f 3 ^  (66u Jy b e am -1). 
A t 1.5 GHz, the flux density agrees within the uncertainties 
with that of W ieg e rte ta l. (2015), who used only the D array

F ig . 2. Flux density measurements of NGC 3556 from the published lit
erature and from this work. A linear fit to the logarithmic values results 
in a spectral index of -0.67 ± 0.06.

data. A t 6 GHz, our flux density is slightly higher than that o f 
W iegert et al. (2015), which we ascribe to our lower angular res
olution, helping us to detect faint emission in the halo.

3.2. Spectral index

Com paring the obtained flux densities to known values from 
the literature at different frequencies allows us to calcu
late the global radio continuum  spectrum  (Sram ek 1975; 
Gregory & Condon 1991; W hite & Becker 1992; Condon et al. 
1998; Heeschen & W ade 1964; G ioia & Gregorini 1980; 
Rengelink et al. 1997; Hales e ta l. 1990; Israel & M ahoney 
1990) . In Fig. 2 , we show a logarithm ic p lot o f the literature 
values and a fit to the values, resulting in a spectral index of 
a  =  - 0 .67 ± 0 .06. This fits well w ith the expected synchrotron 
spectral index o f a  =  - 0 .7 as typically found in spiral galaxies 
(Beck 2015) .

We also looked at the spatially resolved spectral index dis
tribution, both between C  and L  band and between L  band and 
LOFAR 144M H z. In Fig. 3, we show both spectral index maps.

The spectral index m ap between C  and L  band shows a thin 
disc with a spectral index of about - 0 .7, except for the cen
tral and western star-forming regions where the spectral index 
is ~ - 0 .5. In the spectral index m ap between 144 M Hz and L  
band, no clear disc structure is seen and the disc and halo appear 
to have a very sim ilar spectral index (a  «  - 0 .5). A t a distance 
o f about 8 kpc from  the disc, the spectrum  steepens to values 
o f a  «  - 1  and lower. The steepening in the halo is expected if 
spectral ageing plays an im portant role in the halo.

3.3. Magnetic field

We calculated m agnetic field maps from  the total intensity 
maps using the equipartition assum ption, which states that the 
energy densities o f cosm ic rays and m agnetic fields are equal in 
galaxies. Following Beck & Krause (2005), the m agnetic field 
strength is calculated using

(1)
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Fig. 3. Radio spectral index maps. Top panel: from the CHANG-ES data 
calculated between 1.5 and 6 GHz. Bottom panel: between the 144 MHz 
LOFAR and the 1.5 GHz VLA maps. Red contours show the surface 
brightness distribution of the 1.5 GHz map (top) and 144 MHz map 
(bottom) with the same contour levels as in Fig. 1.

where a  is the synchrotron spectral index, defined as Iv <x va , 
where Iv is the synchrotron intensity at frequency v. The value 
K0 is a constant factor representing the ratio o f the proton to 
electron num ber density. This constant is usually assum ed to be 
~100. This value, however, increases towards the halo o f galaxy, 
which makes the derived strengths lower limits (Beck &  K rause 
2005). Lacki & Beck (2013) also show that K0 rem ains the same 
to an order o f m agnitude even in starburst galaxies such as M  82. 
Furtherm ore, l  represents the path length along the line o f sight 
through the galaxy, assum ed to be 2 0 kpc, i is the inclination 
angle of the galaxy, Ep is the proton rest mass, and c1-4 are con
stants.

To produce a m ap of the equipartition m agnetic field 
strength, we used the 144 M Hz m ap and the spectral index m ap

Fig. 4. Magnetic field strength map derived through the equipartition 
assumption using the spectral index between L band and 144 MHz and 
synchrotron flux density at 144 MHz. Red contours show the surface 
brightness distribution of the 144 MHz map as shown in Fig. 1. The 
central region and a region to the west (both in white) were blanked 
because the spectral index a  is higher than -0.5.

between 144M H z and 1.5 GHz (bottom panel o f Fig. 3), but 
blanked pixels with a  > -0 .5  because such regions are likely 
contam inated by free-free absorption, which w ould result in sig
nificantly underestim ated values o f the m agnetic field strength.

The resulting m agnetic field strength m ap is presented in 
Fig. 4 . The galaxy exhibits m agnetic field strengths around 
10 juG within the disc and smaller field strengths around 5 u G  in 
the halo. This is in the same range as found in other spiral galax
ies (e.g. Beck 2015) . The average uncertainty o f the estimates of 
the m agnetic field strength is about 10%.

3.4. Polarised intensity

CH A N G-ES data provides us with full Stokes information, 
which we used in com bination with rotation m easure synthe
sis (RM synthesis; Brentjens & de Bruyn 2005) to obtain the 
polarised intensity (PI) and the orientation o f the ordered m ag
netic field com ponent present in NGC 3556. To see the extent o f 
the m agnetic field we used the D -array/L-band data because of 
its sensitivity to large angular scales. In Fig. 5, we show m ag
netic fields vectors (in red) in regions where the P I in the L -band 
CHANG-ES im age is larger than 3 ^  (90 u Jy b e am -1) overlaid 
on the SDSS optical image. The contours show the PI, starting 
at the 3 ^  level. The polarised em ission at 1.5 GHz is lim ited to 
the eastern side o f the galaxy. The total polarised flux density is 
1.2 ± 0.2 mJy.

The m iddle panel o f Fig. 5 shows the PI m ap and the corre
sponding m agnetic field vectors from  the D -array/C-band map. 
The polarisation is no longer lim ited to a single patch, but is 
observed across the whole galaxy.

The large bandwidth com bined with the high spectral reso
lution allows us to study the Faraday rotation m easure (RM) of 
the galaxy. We used the RM  synthesis technique developed by 
Brentjens & de Bruyn (2005) to obtain the RM  m ap shown in the
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M ilky Way, m easured from  a m ap provided by Opperm ann et al. 
(2015), is approxim ately 6 ± 5 ra d m -2 .

3.5. S ca le  heights

To find the scale heights o f the total power profile, exponential 
functions were fitted to the data. Following D um ke et al. ( 1995), 
an intrinsic exponential profile,

w(z) = W0 e x p (-z /z 0), (2)

is convolved with the beam  o f the telescope which, for a m ap that 
has been deconvolved with the CLEAN algorithm, is a Gaussian 
profile,

(3)

resulting in the expected distribution o f the galaxy which is 
described by

where w0 is the am plitude and z0 the scale height o f the distribu
tion, and erfc is the com plem entary error function

2 f “  2
erfc(x) = —  e x p ( - r  ) dr.

Vn J  x
(5)

F ig . 5. Top panel: magnetic field vectors (red) and PI contours from 
the CHANG-ES D-array/L-band data overlaid on the same optical 
image as in Fig. 1 at 57'' FWHM resolution. Contours start at 3 a  = 
90 uJy beam-1, increasing by a factor of two, and red lines indicate mag
netic field vectors. Middle panel: magnetic field vectors (red) and PI 
contours from the D-array/C -band CHANG-ES data overlaid onto the 
image as in Fig. 1 at FWHM 21'' resolution. Contours start at a PI level 
of 3 a  = 27 uJybeam-1, increasing by a factor of two. Bottom panel: 
rotation measure map from the CHANG-ES D-array/L-band data with 
values within the 3 a  contour of the PI map from the L-band data (top 
panel). The white cross indicates the position of the centre of the galaxy. 
Filled red circles indicate the synthesised beam size.

Since m ost edge-on spiral galaxies show two disc com 
ponents (Yoachim & Dalcanton 2006), the so-called thin and 
thick disc, a two-com ponent exponential function is fitted using 
Eq. (4 ) twice. These two com ponents are characterised by their 
am plitudes w1 and w2 and scale heights z1 and z2, which replace 
variable w0 and z in Eq. (4) . The sum o f these two com ponents 
is then fitted to the inclination-corrected profile. Because of the 
high inclination o f 81° a sim ple sin(i) correction was performed. 
The quality of each fit is determ ined by a reduced x 2 analysis. 
The profile was com puted from  box integrations on the galaxy, 
having 21 boxes across the m inor axis, each having a size of 
21" x  300". The large size across the m ajor axis ensures a global 
average.

3.5.1. Total power

In Fig. 6 , we present the results from  the scale height analysis 
o f the 1.5 GHz and 144 M Hz m aps with the best-fit parameters 
listed in Table 2 . The fits are o f good quality and reveal two dis
tinct com ponents with scale heights that are in good agreem ent 
with m easurem ents for other edge-on galaxies (e.g. Krause et al. 
2018) . As expected from  previous m easurem ents and from  the 
effects o f spectral ageing, the extent o f the halo of the galaxy is 
larger at 144 M Hz than at 1.5 GHz.

bottom  panel o f Fig. 5. The RM  m ap from  the D -array/L-band 
data shows values between - 3 0  and 10 ra d m -2 within the first 
(3 a )  1.5 GHz PI contour (Fig. 5, top panel), w ith positive RM  
values found only outside the visible optical extent o f the galaxy 
as shown by the SDSS image. The foreground RM  value o f the

3.5.2. M agnetic field

We analysed the m agnetic field strength profile in the same way 
as the profiles o f the total pow er maps. The resulting amplitudes 
and scale heights o f the thin and thick disc are listed in Table 3. 
F igure 7 shows the m agnetic field scale height derived from  the 
m agnetic field map as derived from  LOFAR 144 M Hz. As for the
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Fig. 7. Profile of the magnetic field strength in NGC 3556 derived from 
the LOFAR 144 MHz map. The blue points represent measured data and 
the red dashed line the fit to the data.

Table 3. List of magnetic field strengths and scale heights in the thin 
and thick discs as derived from the LOFAR 144 MHz map.

Parameter Value U nit

B 1 8.2 ± 0.9 juG
J b 1 1.5 ± 0.3 kpc
B 2 4.9 ± 0.4 UG
J B2 23.7 ± 4.1 kpc

Tred 1.56

- 2 0  - 1 5  - 1 0  - 5  0 5 10 15 20

Distance from disk [kpc]

Fig. 6. Total power profile plots of NGC 3556 derived from the VLA 
1.5 GHz map (top panel) and LOFAR 144 MHz map (bottom panel). 
Blue points represent measured data and red dashed lines represent fits 
to it.

Table 2. Best-fit flux density amplitudes and scale heights of thin and 
thick discs for the VLA 1.5 GHz map and the LOFAR 144 MHz map.

Param eter 1.5 GHz 144 M Hz Unit

w1 7.8 ± 1 22.6 ± 3.7 m Jy beam -1
z 1 1.4 ± 0.2 1.9 ± 0.5 kpc

W2 1.3 ± 1.1 6.2 ± 4.3 m Jy beam - 1
z 2 3.3 ± 0.8 5.9 ± 1.9 kpc

Tred 1 . 23 1.47

radio continuum  intensities, the m agnetic field profile shows two 
distinct com ponents. W hile the scale height o f the thick m ag
netic field com ponent appears to be very high (23.7 ± 4.1 kpc), 
the value is consistent with results by Pakmor et al. (2017) who 
analysed m agnetic field simulations o f M ilky W ay-like galaxies.

3.6. Cosmic-ray propagation

We now use our data to investigate the transport o f cosm ic rays 
from  the disc into the halo, using the electrons as proxies for

G eV  protons and heavier nuclei. O ur m odel assumes that the 
electrons are injected in the galactic m idplane at z = 0 k p c  fol
lowing a power law with an injection spectral index y,  so that 
the CRe num ber density is N(E,  z  = 0) ^  E -Y where E  is the 
CRe energy. The CRe num ber density is then evolved as function 
o f distance from  the disc using equations for pure diffusion and 
advection (Heesen et al. 2016) . Energy losses that are taken into 
account include synchrotron and inverse Com pton (IC) radiation 
and adiabatic losses. The m odel neglects other types o f losses, 
such as ionisation and brem sstrahlung losses. A t frequencies 
below and around 1 GHz, these types o f losses are only im por
tant in dense gaseous regions in the disc plane (e.g. Basu et al. 
2015) .

The CRe num ber density is then convolved in frequency 
space with the synchrotron em ission spectrum  of an individ
ual CRe to calculate synchrotron intensities. Finally, this vertical 
intensity profile is convolved w ith the effective beam  (Sect. 3.5), 
such that they can directly be com pared with the observations. 
These steps are carried out in the SPectral INdex N um eri
cal Analysis o f K(c)osm ic-ray Electron Radio-Em ission (SPIN
NAKER; Heesen et al. 2016) com puter program , for which we 
now provide a graphical user interface w ith SPINTERACTIVE 6. 

We m odel the vertical profile o f the m agnetic field strength
as

B(z) = B 1 exp + (B0 -  BO exp j ^ j , (6)

6 SPINNAKER and SPINTERACTIVE can obtained from: www. 
g ithub .com /vheesen /S p innaker
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F ig . 8. Resulting profiles of the diffusive cosmic-ray propagation simulation. Blue dots represent normalised measured intensities; top panel: 
LOFAR 144MHz measurements and middle panel: VLA 1.5 GHz measurements. Bottom panel: radio spectral index profile. In all panels, 
the red lines represent the simulated quantity. The scale for the intensity profiles is logarithmic, whereas the spectral index is shown in linear 
scale.

where B 1 is the m agnetic field strength of the thin disc com 
ponent and hB1 and hB 2  are the m agnetic field scale heights o f 
the thin and thick disc com ponents, respectively. The value B 0 

is the total m agnetic field strength in the disc, which we fix as 
B0  = 9 uG . We sim ultaneously fit the floating param eters o f the 
m agnetic field m odel together w ith the diffusion coefficient or 
advection speed, when either fitting the diffusion or advection 
model, respectively. The CRe injection index y  is another free 
parameter. The global quality o f the fit was determ ined by cal
culating the average reduced X  from  the values for each profile.

For a diffusion-type propagation, the m odel cannot repro
duce the observations. W ith the param eters from  Table 3, the 
following result can be achieved, as presented in Fig. 8 . The 
resulting reduced X  is 4.4, which cannot be called an accept
able fit. The observed spectral index steepens rather gradually 
from  the disc into the halo as a function that can be described as 
linear. Furtherm ore, the discovery o f a very extended (~20 kpc) 
exponential com ponent also hints at advection rather than diffu
sion, as the latter leads to Gaussian intensity profiles. This is now 
supported by the findings of our fitting routine. We also tested 
energy-dependent diffusion coefficients, which we param etrised 
as D = D 0 (E /1  GeV)^. We found that this did not improve the 
fit, but on the contrary m ade them  even worse.

As the next step, we explored an advection m odel with a 
constant w ind speed. This provides us with a  m uch improved 
fit with a reduced X  o f 1.9. The resulting best-fitting m odel is 
presented in Fig. 9, where we find a best-fitting advection speed 
of 145 km  s- 1 . This can be com pared with the escape velocity, 
which, for a truncated isotherm al sphere, can be calculated fol
lowing Veilleux et al. (2005):

where vrot is the rotational velocity o f the galaxy (equals to 
154 km  s-1 for NGC 3556, King & Irwin 1997), r is the spheri
cal radial coordinate, and Rmax is the outer radius o f the truncated 
isotherm al sphere.

We calculated escape velocities assuming three different val
ues for the outer radius (10, 30, and 60kpc) and radial dis
tances in the galactic disc ranging from  1 to 10 kpc from  the 
centre o f the galaxy. The resulting velocities are presented in 
Fig. 11. The green area corresponds to escape velocities for 
Rmax = 10 kpc; the red area for R max = 30 kpc, and the grey 
area to Rmax = 60 kpc. The lower and upper bounds o f each area 
represent the lim its o f the radial distance: 1 kpc at the top and 
10 kpc at the bottom.

The fit can be improved if  we assum e the advection velocity 
to increase in the halo. We param etrised the advection velocity 
as

(8)

(7)

The acceleration parameter, )3, determines the shape o f the veloc
ity profile and hv is the velocity scale height. We found that3  = 1 
gave the best-fitting m odel, which means a linear acceleration. 
We also tested square root (3 = 0.5) and quadratic (3 = 2) veloc
ity profiles. They gave poorer fits. In Fig. 10, we present the 
best-fitting accelerated w ind m odel with a reduced X  o f 1.25 
with the corresponding advection velocity profile presented in 
Fig. 11. This m odel starts w ith a slow advection speed in the 
m idplane o f 123 km  s-1 but accelerates away from  the disc to 
reach our lowest estim ate for the escape velocity at a height o f 
about 5 kpc. The w ind accelerates further so that the advection 
speed at the outer lim it o f the observable halo at z = 15 kpc 
is >350 km  s-1, reaching the escape velocity o f even our largest
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Fig. 9. Resulting profiles of the advective cosmic-ray propagation simulation with a constant wind speed. Blue dots represent normalised measured 
intensities; top panel: LOFAR 144 MHz measurements and middle panel: VLA 1.5 GHz measurements. Bottom panel: radio spectral index profile. 
In all panels, the red lines represent the simulated quantity. The scale for the intensity profiles is logarithmic, whereas the spectral index is shown 
in linear scale.

assum ed isotherm al sphere (Rmax = 60 kpc). Figure 11 shows the 
sim ulated w ind speed as function o f distance from  the disc for 
an accelerated w ind m odel and the escape velocities for different 
isotherm al spheres radii.

For this m odel the cosm ic rays and m agnetic field are in 
approxim ate energy equipartition even away from  the disc in the 
halo; the cosm ic rays slightly dom inate the energy density by a 
factor o f up to five. This appears to be a reasonable assum ption 
if  the cosm ic rays are able to drive the wind. The best-fitting 
param eters for our models are presented in  Table 4 .

3.7. Small-scale structures in thermal and non-thermal 
emission

Since the problem s o f the Ki l lMS pipeline, negative bowls and 
possibly missing flux were not noticeable at high surface bright
ness features, we used the high-resolution 5" LoTSS im age of 
NGC 3556 to com pare the structure o f the non-therm al radio 
continuum  with the therm al em ission traced by the continuum- 
subtracted Ha  image. For this, we overlaid the LoTSS high- 
resolution images as greyscales with a pseudo-colour version 
of the continuum -subtracted Ha  image. The result is given 
in Fig. 12. Several aspects are worth noting. Our Ha  image 
shows some extended diffuse Ha  em ission in addition to the H n 
regions, as already noted by Collins et al. (2000) . W hile there 
is a general correlation between Ha  and radio continuum, there 
is not a good one-to-one correspondence o f the brightest H n 
regions and the brightest LOFAR emission neither spatially nor 
in flux/intensity. This m ay be an effect o f the dust absorption, 
which affects the Ha  line flux in the disc. The num ber o f H n 
regions that coincide with LOFAR em ission are therefore at the 
front side o f the galaxy. The Ha  bright central region is also 
the brightest region in radio continuum, im plying efficient dust

removal, probably due to a w ind from  this central region. There 
are several kiloparsec-sized radial filaments visible in the LoTSS 
im age extending into the halo; see arrow marks in  Fig. 12. In 
m ost cases (#2, 3 ,4 , and 7) these filaments connect back to large 
H n regions in the disc of NGC 3556, or broader filaments (#1, 
5, 6, and 8) connect to a large, bright region containing DIG. It 
is tempting to identify these filaments as m agnetised chimneys 
from  giant H n regions and m ore evolved, bright regions o f D IG  
with still significant SNe activity. D espite the lower resolution 
and smaller signal-to-noise ratio, the overall m orphology of the 
radial filaments extending into the halo resem bles that o f the star- 
burst galaxy M 82, see for exam ple the unpublished 5 GHz m ap 
(NRAO News Release, 2014 February 3). The non-detection of 
a diffuse large-scale outflow in our H a  data is m ost probably due 
to the relatively low sensitivity o f our optical data. Still, the clear 
connection o f non-therm al radio continuum  filaments to large 
star-forming regions and regions o f large diffuse Ha  emission 
implies an outflow/wind driven by the com bined pressure from 
cosm ic rays and hot therm al gas as result o f SNe activity.

4. Discussion

As shown in Sect. 3, the extent o f the faint halo increases from 
high to low frequency. The radial extent, however, does not 
increase. This has been observed in  m any spiral edge-on galax
ies (e.g. in  the CHANG-ES sample) and can be interpreted as a 
cosm ic-ray driven galactic w ind (Butsky & Quinn 2018) .

Furtherm ore, the extent in the CHANG-ES maps is gener
ally sm aller than in  the LOFAR map. This can be a result o f 
the m issing-spacing problem , where an interferom eter does not 
“see” em ission on angular scales above a certain size. For the 
D -array/C -band com bination, however, the largest angular scale
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Fig. 10. Resulting profiles of the advective cosmic-ray propagation simulation using a linearly accelerating wind speed. The blue dots represent 
normalised measured intensities; top panel: LOFAR 144 MHz measurements, and middle panel: VLA 1.5 GHz measurements. Bottom panel: radio 
spectral index profile. In all panels, the red lines represent the simulated quantity. The scale for the intensity profiles is logarithmic, whereas the 
spectral index is shown in linear scale.

halo extent is smaller than in the 144 M Hz map, the CRe did not 
propagate any further as a result o f spectral ageing.

As the top panel o f Fig. 5 shows, the galaxy exhibits 
polarised 1.5 GHz emission in only one patch localised at the 
eastern side o f the galaxy. Such localised regions o f PI have 
been observed before, such as in NGC 5055 (H eald et al. 2009). 
This side o f the galaxy is the approaching side (W iegert 2011). 
Braun et al. (2010) argued that such an azim uthal asym m etry of 
PI can be the result o f a com bination o f Faraday depolarisation 
and a field projection in which a spiral disc field is com bined 
with a quadrupolar halo field. Since this depends on the pres
ence o f Faraday depolarisation, the PI should be found across 
the galaxy's disc at higher frequency observations. We can test 
w ith our 6 GHz observations.

The m iddle panel o f Fig. 5 shows that polarisation can indeed 
be found across the disc at 6 GHz, suggesting that the m agnetic 
topology proposed by Braun et al. (2010) m ay be present in this 
galaxy. An argum ent for this can also be found in the polari
sation vectors found in both maps. W hile the L-band m ap only 
shows a small patch with a curvature that resem bles a quadrupo- 
lar field, the higher resolution C-band m ap shows m ore loca
tions, which resem ble the outline of a quadrupolar field. First, 
there are vertical field lines in the centre o f the galaxy, and sec
ond, on both sides o f the galaxy there are plane parallel field 
lines that curve upwards and downwards, as one expects from  a 
quadrupolar field. The reason why the parallel part of the field is 
missing in the L -band m ap is that the polarised em ission comes 
from  a foreground layer o f the galaxy, while em ission from  a 
higher depth along the line o f sight is depolarised.

Figure 5 (bottom panel) indicates that the m agnetic field 
on the southern side of the galaxy is pointing away from  the 
observer and the northern side o f the m agnetic field o f the 
galaxy is pointing towards the observer. This would contradict

F ig . 11. Wind speed profile of the different wind models derived from 
the simulations shown in Figs. 9 and 10 (blue lines; constant or lin
early increasing speed) and ranges of calculated escape velocities for 
this galaxy. The coloured areas show the escape velocities calculated 
for different values of the outer radius of the galaxy ( R ^  = 60 kpc 
in grey; Rmax = 30 kpc in red; and R -^  = 10 kpc in green). In each 
coloured area plot, the radial distance R from the centre of the galaxy 
in the galactic plane (R = (r2 -  z2)1/2, where r is the radius in spherical 
coordinates and z is the distance above the disc) increases from 1 kpc 
(top) to 10 kpc (bottom).

is about 4 ' in size7. This is com parable to the extent seen in the 
LOFAR map, so it is reasonable to assum e that the halo would be 
seen in its entirety. Hence, we conclude that since the observed

7 https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/docs/ 
manuals/oss/performance/resolution
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Param eter Value

Diffusion model
B0 9.0 UG
B1 5.0 UG
«B1 4.0 kpc
«B2 33.0 kpc
D0 21.7 1028 cm2 s- 1
u 0
Y 2.4

X ed 4.4

Advection model (constant speed)
B0 9.0 UG
B1 8.0 UG
«B1 3.5 kpc
«B2 11.5 kpc
V0 145 kms- 1
Y 2.2

X ed 1.9

Advection m odel (linearly increasing speed)
B0 9.0 UG
B1 8.0 UG
«B1 5.5 kpc
«B2 21.0 kpc
V0 123 k m s- 1
hv 8.0 kpc
Y 2.2

X ed 1.3

Table 5. Expected scale height ratios given the frequencies used in this 
work for different propagation types, based on Krause et al. (2018).

Diffusion Diffusion ( u  = 0.5) Advection

1.34 1.80 3.24

The fitted scale heights at two frequencies can be used to 
approxim ate the CRe propagation type, by calculating the ratio 
o f the scale heights because they are approxim ately proportional 
to the ratio o f the frequencies. The relevant relations for different 
propagation types and their derivations are found, for example, 
in K rause et al. (2018) as follows:

F ig . 12. Sub-image measuring 9' x  6' of the high-resolution LoTSS 
tile containing NGC 3556 plotted as greyscale image; our continuum- 
subtracted H a image is overlaid as a pseudo-colour image (intensity 
scale rainbow: from low intensity = violet and blue to high intensity = 
red). North is up, east is left in the image. Several radio structures are 
marked and numbered.

Table 4. Best-fitting parameters for the cosmic-ray transport models.

(9)

(10)

(11)

These loss processes are all for a  synchrotron loss dom inated 
halo, which m eans that the CRe lose their energy through syn
chrotron radiation before they can escape the galaxy. The three 
ratios are for energy-independent diffusion, energy-dependent 
diffusion, and advection. However, for an escape-dom inated 
halo, in which the CRe propagate fast enough so that they can 
escape the galaxy before they radiate away their energy, the 
ratio can be smaller or even approaching unity. For this work, 
the expected ratios for v 1/ v 2 = 144 M Hz/1.5 GHz are given in 
Table 5 .

The m easured ratio of the scale heights at 144 M Hz to at
1.5 GHz is 1.3 ± 0.41 for the thin disc and 1.81 ± 0.71 for the 
thick disc. The large errors are the result of the scale height errors 
that propagate through the calculation. Therefore, this calcula
tion is only conclusive in that sense that an advection-type prop
agation in a synchrotron loss dom inated halo can be excluded.

The CRe propagation simulations, however, are m ore con
clusive and show that only advection results in a good fit, such 
as the m odel with a constant w ind speed o f 145 km  s-1 . An even 
better fit was achieved using a linearly accelerated wind. This 
then yields an initial w ind speed of v0 = 123 km  s-1 . In this 
m odel, the advective tim escale with the w ind profile shown in 
Fig. 11 is 67 M yr at the edge o f the observable halo, which is 
the tim e that the CRe would need to reach a height o f 15 kpc. 
Depending on the assum ed outer radius o f the isotherm al sphere, 
the escape velocity is reached at heights between 5 and 15 kpc. 
This is sim ilar to values obtained by Everett et al. (2008) and 
M ao & O striker (2018) who sim ulated cosm ic-ray driven out
flows. To calculate if  it is possible for the CRe to escape the 
galaxy, we calculated the energy o f CRe observed at LOFAR 
frequencies and their synchrotron lifetime.

The energy of CRe can be approxim ated by the relation

a quadrupole field, since the m agnetic field in such a field con
figuration would have the same direction above and below the 
centre of the field. Unfortunately, the Faraday resolution in C 
band is very poor, ^1000  rad  m -2 because o f the observing set
up o f the C -band observations used by CHANG-ES, such that 
the values obtained from  the C -band m ap do not provide us with 
any further useful information.

(12)

since the radiation o f CRe is m ostly synchrotron radiation, which 
depends on the initial energy and the strength o f the m ag
netic field (Krause et al. 2018) . Calculating this energy using the 
LOFAR observing frequency o f 144 M Hz and a m agnetic field 
strength of 9 uG , the lower lim it o f the values found in the centre 
o f the galaxy, the resulting energy is 1 GeV.
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F ig . 13. LOFAR 144 MHz radio continuum intensity contours over
laid onto a Suzaku soft X-ray (0.3-2 keV) image. The contours start 
at 600uJybeam-1 and increase by factors of two. The filled red circle 
represents the 21'' FWHM synthesised beam.

Using equations from  H eesen et al. (2009a) and K rause et al. 
(2018), the synchrotron lifetim e can now be calculated using

(13)

W ith a  m agnetic field strength o f 9 uG , the field strength we 
assum ed for the cosm ic-ray propagation simulations in the disc 
plane, and a  CRe energy o f 1 GeV, the resulting synchrotron life
tim e is o f the order o f 100 Myr. The calculated value for the 
synchrotron lifetim e is higher than the value obtained from  the 
accelerated wind m odel, therefore we can conclude that the CRe 
can indeed escape from  the galaxy before they are lost to obser
vations owing to their synchrotron lifetime.

A nother sign of a  w ind can be found in the Suzaku  X -ray 
observations of this galaxy, as shown in Fig. 13.

This im age is constructed in the 0 .3 -2  keV  band with a
67.5 ks observation o f the X -ray Imaging Spectrometer, XIS-3, 
aboard the observatory. The m ap was sm oothed to a resolution 
of 2 1 '' FW HM .

The lack of detailed correlation between the X -ray and radio 
emission, however, indicates the outflows driven by the hot gas 
and cosm ic rays m ay have very different dynamics, which are 
yet to be investigated. These results led us to the conclusion that 
the m easured values o f the m agnetic field strength and the fitted 
propagation param eters fit well into sim ulations for this type of 
a galaxy, which indeed show the existence o f a galactic wind for 
such a galaxy.

5. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we have utilised deep LOFAR observations from 
the LoTSS survey at 144 M Hz to study the nearby late-type spi
ral galaxy NGC 3556. Its high inclination angle means that we 
can study the galaxy in an edge-on position, giving us a good 
view o f its halo. We used further VLA observations from  the 
CHANG-ES survey at effective frequencies o f 1.5 and 6 GHz to 
calculate radio spectral indices. We perform ed RM  synthesis to

m easure the linearly polarised em ission to study the structure of 
the m agnetic field. Furtherm ore, we used 1D cosm ic-ray trans
port models applied to the electrons, assuming a steady state 
with a  balance between injection and energy losses. These are 
our m ain results:

-  We obtained polarisation and rotation m easure maps through 
RM  synthesis, which show that the PI is only present on the 
eastern, approaching side of the galaxy. Polarisation maps 
in C  band, however, show the outline o f w hat could be a 
quadrupolar m agnetic field. This would explain the missing 
polarisation in L  band via a  m agnetic topology that has been 
proposed by Braun et al. (2010) .

-  We analysed the total power maps using stripe integration 
techniques and found a scale height o f 1.43 kpc for the thin 
disc at 1.5 GHz and 1.86kpc at 144M H z. For the thick disc, 
the scale heights are 3.28 and 5.93 kpc, respectively.

-  Using the equipartition assum ption and an exponential fit to 
the m agnetic field profile, we calculated the m agnetic field 
strength in the galaxy to be 9 u G  with a m agnetic field scale 
height 1.5 kpc for the thin disc, and 23.7 kpc for the thick disc.

-  We sim ulated cosm ic-ray propagation using 1D transport 
m odels for pure diffusion and advection. We found that we 
can rule out diffusion as the dominating transport process 
since advection gives m uch better fits to the data. O ur best- 
fitting m odel is a linearly accelerating wind with an initial 
w ind speed o f 123 km  s-1 that reaches the escape velocity at 
a height between 5 and 8 kpc if a  truncation radius o f 10 kpc 
is assumed, between 10 and 12 kpc if a truncation radius 
o f 30 kpc is assumed, and finally, a t ~  15 kpc if a radius of 
60 kpc is assumed. In such a m odel, the cosm ic rays and 
m agnetic field are close to energy equipartition in the halo 
with the cosm ic rays dominating by a factor o f a few.

-  We estim ate the CRe lifetim e at 1 GeV as seen by LOFAR 
to be approxim ately 100 M yr before they radiate their energy 
away. From  the cosm ic-ray propagation m odel w e calculated 
that the CRe advective tim escale is 67 M yr to reach a height 
o f 15kpc, the sensitivity lim it o f our observations. Hence, 
this m odel is consistent w ith the CRe lifetim e estimate.

O ur w ork dem onstrates the potential that LOFAR has in study
ing the radio haloes o f nearby galaxies. O ur discovery o f a very 
extended halo m agnetic field com ponent with a  scale height o f at 
least 20 kpc shows that we have access to com ponents in galax
ies that thus far have evaded detection at GHz frequencies. Our 
best-fitting m odel requires an accelerating wind, which, to our 
knowledge, is also a first for m odelling o f radio haloes in external 
galaxies. O ur advection solution starts with a m odest advection 
speed o f 123 km  s-1 to accelerate and reach the escape veloc
ity a few kiloparsec away from  the disc. Such a behaviour is 
predicted by the m any models o f cosm ic-ray driven winds that 
have recently gained traction. Radio continuum  observations 
offer opportunities to m easure the transport o f cosm ic rays out
side of the M ilky Way to test these models. Since LoTSS will 
observe the entire northern hem isphere, we can be sure that many 
m ore exciting opportunities w ill arise to study this subject fur
ther. M ore specifically, the variation o f cosm ic-ray driven wind 
properties w ith underlying SFRD or other galaxy properties can 
be explored, which is unique and powerful to constrain models.
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